The new NFT platform for trading
and market making
The main purpose of the platform's existence is to allow people to get

an endless stream of dopamine.

MISION

Build the NFT Ecosystem
Media is a brand-new blockchain NFT platform that
takes Asia as fundamental and moves towards the
world. In order to protect both creators and users
have continuous income and the copyright.
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NFT Fragmentation
Development fragmentation

technology agreement

NFT Multi-Chain
Integrated ETH、BSC、
FLOW、IOTA、AVATAR

NFT Voting
Integrated loan agreement

DIGI I Presentation

Governance rights
Using platform
governance token
MED to participate in
govern an ce rights.

NFT Multi-Chain

Lottery prize pool

Trading market making
Establish community
consensus quickly and
stabilize the market

Active communities and

Integrated ETH、BSC

incentives

FLOW、IOTA、AVATAR

NFT Voting
Borrowing
NFT appraisal and lending

NFT Fragmentation
Fragmentation technology
allows more users to participate

Platform governance token distribution
A total of 10 million MED governance tokens were issued

Lottery prize pool
50%

Team reserved
35%

Lottery prize pool

Airdrop
10%

Sales and market making
5%

Airdrop

50,000 MED will be distributed

Airdrop event will be divided into 4

to the prize pool every week for

stages for rewards 2%, 2%, 3%, 3%

100 weeks.

Team reserved

Sales and market making

Media team keeps it to hold

Sales stages (1%, 1%, 1%) and Uniswap

incentive activities from time to

will be launched immediately after

time for marketing promotion.

I Presentation
completion of the 2% marketDIGI
making.

Lottery prize pool
Prize pool:
Prize pool will be settled every week, and the reward rules
are as follows:
1. 60%- Will be distributed to the top 15 buyers in this

1. 15% of the profit (MED) obtained by

week's transaction.

the platform during the week will put

No1: 12%, No2: 8%, No3: 6%, No4: 6%, No5: 4%, No6: 4%,

into the pool.

No7: 3.5%, No8:3.5%, No9:3%, No10:3%, No11:2%, No12:2%,
No13:1%, No14:1%, No15:1%
2. 40%- Random amounts of platform coins are drawn
from the pool and distributed to 20 buyers and sellers

who have made transactions this week (10 each)
* Weighting mechanism: if the account already holds
platform coins who can enjoy increased weight to
increase the winning rate. 200 MED is the highest
weighted 15 lottery for a unit.

2. A fixed amount of 50,000 MEDs will
be transferred to the pool every
week.

Market maker uses
2%, fixed price 0.8 USD and is
not open for purchase.

Sales and
market making

2%
First Round

Second Round

1%, Price 0.6 USD (Private & public sale)

1%, Price 0.85 USD

1%

1%
It accounts for 5% of the total circulation. After each
round is sold out, the next round will be opened
after an interval of six months.

Third Round
1%, Price 0.95 USD

1%

Timeline
Milestones and blueprints

Media. Online

NFT Voting

Will officially launch a new generation

Voting agreement will be

of NFT trading platform in August 2021.

launched in 2021 Q4.

2021

2021

2022

2021
NFT Multi-Chain

NFT Multi-Chain

Integrate the BSC chain

Integrate the FLOW chain

in 2021 Q3.

in February 2022.

NFT Multi-Chain
Integrate the AVATAR chain
in 2022 Q2.

NFT ecosystem
2022

2022

The blueprint for building an NFT

2022

ecosystem never stops.

NFT Fragmentation

NFT Loan

The agreement will go live in the

Integrated loan agreement will

2022 Q3-Q4.

be launched in 2022 Q1.

System show
Media.app
Join us and win the lottery

jackpots every week.

